
TYBALT AND MERCUTIO ESSAY HELP

Free Essay: Compare and contrast the charactersof Tybalt and Mercutio. Why does Mercutio hate Tybalt? Mercutio and
Tybalt are very different.

In the play, In the play, Tybalt plays a prominent role in both the thematic scheme and in the ultimate
outcome. They married without their families' permission or knowledge and against their society's conventions
He does not think Romeo should take love too seriously, but rather as chasing what he desires. This could
show that he is all the time ready for a fight and never vulnerable. In this play, the love between them is a
tragedy as both of the main characters end up dead in each other's arms It has always seemed to be that Romeo
was revenging Mercutio to me, but this play I didn't notice evidence to that. It was the time when fathers
decided whom their daughters should marry. However, it is clear that the character is capable of being treated
with more nuance and dimension than such a straightforward interpretation would allow This surprised me
since I had read it so many times. Mercutio is a character who can be described as polarised, two faced or
multi-faceted. Tybalt, Benvolio's foil in the play, is the complete opposite of him, always prepared for a fight
and will willingly induce one between the two families just for a means of entertainment and to keep the fire
going A catalyst is a substance that speeds up a chemical reaction, in the case the substance is Tybalt and the
reaction is the tragedy The part that caught my eye was the fact that I never stopped to think about why Romeo
kills Tybalt. Coincidentally, Romeo meets Juliet, a new beauty, and falls in love with her not knowing the fact
that she is a Capulet. He shows all the characteristics of a good friend and this is why Romeo trusts him
enough to tell him about Rosaline. Mercutio's attitude towards the quarrels and fighting made the situation
worse. Because of this, Romeo will be punished and repay for what he had done. Romeo and Mercutio are
walking down the street when they encounter Tybalt. The choices they make during the play reflect their
inexperience and youth, and are often poorly thought out. All of this takes place in the duration of four petite
days. Fire destroys are consumed which is the similar connection with the on-going family rivalry. We feel
this because there is so much action between Romeo and Tybalt; this is what we expected to happen. The main
themes include love, destiny, honour and death. Romeo realises there will be trouble so he runs away. I intend
to look at the significance of Tybalt's involvement in the events leading up to the suicides of the star crossed
lovers Romeo and Juliet. Benvolio is trying to persuade Mercutio to leave because, if the Capulets are around,
there would be trouble e. Romeo and Juliet are repeated by two different directors which are not alike, in both
directing and speaking. Once the star-crossed lovers are married, dependability becomes severely important.
After this is takes his late few steps and struggles onto Verona Beach and dies. He was a very high-spirited
character who was comical and witty. If there was no grudge between them, Tybalt and Romeo would not
have been against each other. They are both young and fall madly in love. His activities are silkily and smooth
and he also has a very accurate aim, in the street brawl Tybalt does not stumble or fall over at all. Mercutio is a
friend of Romeo, who is a member of the Montague family, and he is also a nephew of the Prince. Also this
could show his superiority and protectiveness for the Capulet family. The action in this scene interchanges
between the various main characters, which provides a much higher impact on the audience and brings
exitement, it does this because these interchages make it less tedious as you have to keep up with the play with
its dramatic movements leading from one to the next These two are slightly to blame. All throughout the play,
the author, William Shakespeare, is constantly trying to make us, the reader, realize something. Lurhmann's
're-enlivening' of Romeo and Juliet includes parodies of both the spaghetti western and the Miami gang wars.
Tybalt is the instigator of a chain of reactions which change the course of this tragedy, sending it into a
headlong collision with fate


